Access to Rhodes

By Plane: “Diagoras” International Airport

- 80 International Airlines connect Rhodes, Greece with the rest of the world from approximately 100 destinations

- 75-120 Daily flights from all major European Cities to Rhodes from April to November

- 20 Daily flights connect Rhodes Island with the New Athens Int’l Airport

By Boat:

Rhodes Int’l Port

Daily Ferries from Piraeus to Rhodes
The island of Rhodes is situated at the crossroads of two major sea routes of the Mediterranean between the Aegean Sea and the coast of the Middle East.

The meeting point of three continents, it has known many civilizations.

A vibrant European city developed around a Medieval Town, yet an intriguing Greek Island surrounded by sun drenched sea shores, invites you to a breathtaking cultural voyage complemented with modern elements.
...the most experienced venue to attend your every need
ISOPE Room Rates from €110
Points of interest

Medieval...

Antiquities...

Sailing...

Swimming...
Welcome to ISOPE 2024
Rhodes (Rodos), Greece